
 

 

 

Eco Roast Brand Partnering, 

Thank you for your interest in our Brand Partnering Scheme with Eco Roast, a truly great way of associating 
your prestigious brand with our unique technology. 

In order for this to work equally for everyone looking to partner, the following set of simple terms and 
conditions have been created: 

1. All dual branded artwork is to be physically printed by the nominated Eco Roast print partners. 
2. Brand Partnering is intended to work with the partially printed Eco Roast 250g and 1kg bags which 

describes and illustrates the unique roasting technology only, however it is possible to brand partner 
other packaging on request and with written consent from your chosen Eco Roaster. 

3. Artwork can be created by the customer if required, simply download the label guidelines from 
www.Eco-Roast.com/brand-partners . Your completed artwork will need to be signed off by the 
brand team at Eco Roast HQ. Simply email your completed labels for approval to design@eco-
roast.com  

4. Your chosen Eco Roaster may also be able to offer in house design services if required. They may be 
able to allocate time to do this in liaison with the customer. This will be determined on a Roaster to 
Roaster basis, depending on design skills and experience of each. We would recommend speaking 
with them to ascertain if they are able to assist.  

5. The customer will be required to sign off ALL artwork, irrelevant of creator, prior to printing.  
6. Neither The Eco Roaster, or the Eco Roast team will be liable for any design or print errors, 

therefore we strongly recommend you use an agency to ensure accuracy of print and conformity. 
7. An artwork confirmation charge of £10 per design is applicable to all labels/packaging displaying the 

Eco Roast logo.  
8. All customers will be required to underwrite all printed labels at £0.20ppu plus return postage of £10. 

The amount chargeable will be subject to the remaining amount of stock at point of cessation of the 
label/packaging requirement.  

9. Label/printed stock will remain available for a period of no more than 6 months unused. After such 
time, the full amount will be chargeable at the underwritten value, and all remaining stock sent to the 
customer.  

10. The lead time for all label runs is approximately 10-15 working days from approval of artwork.  
11. Label templates can also be found at www.Eco-Roast.com/brand-partners   
12. Minimum label runs of 1000. 
13. Your chosen Eco Roaster will manage the re-ordering process when your stocks run low. You are 

welcome to receive stock updates at any time upon request. 

 We trust you will find these T&C’s favourable and looking forward to seeing your brand work on view at 
www.eco-roast.com/partner-gallery as soon as it is signed off. 

Kind Regards, 

 
M Summerill 
Head of Brand Partnering 
Eco Roast – Deliciously Responsible Coffee 

 


